
HUD Audit?  
Don’t face it alone   
Count on the experts at Claims Recovery Financial  
Services (CRFS) to help you prepare for your next  
HUD Audit. Our team provides Audit Readiness  
services and can help ensure you are fully compliant  
with all of the most recent regulatory changes.

With over 75 years of combined FHA Claims  
experience, CRFS offers precision solutions that  
have helped recover billions of dollars for our clients.  
We’re the only vendor in the industry to have received 
multiple zero HUD Audit findings. Additionally,  
we’ve assisted our clients with reducing their loss  
mitigation findings by millions of dollars.

Our proven audit process begins with file preparation 
before the auditors arrive onsite, leading to reduced 
findings on the initial reports. 

By working directly with the auditors and supporting 
claim decisions with regulatory documentation,  
CRFS has been extremely successful in remediating   
findings. Then, we partner with our clients to make  
improvements, create efficiencies, and reduce their  
risk for future claim filings.

Why CRFS is the right partner 
HUD Audit Readiness services   

• Over 75 years of combined FHA Claims experience
• Multiple zero HUD Audit findings
• Billions of dollars recovered for clients
• Dedicated compliance team
• Customized plan for reducing future claims filing risk

“With management and  
oversight from CRFS we were 
able to hit our HUD timelines, 
keep the audit review very  
organized, and make our  
overall audit a huge success.”
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About CRFS    
CRFS provides clients with a full suite of default- 
related audit and consulting services designed to  
reduce loan portfolio risk. We have a proven track  
record of assisting investors and servicers mitigate  
millions of dollars of potential audit findings exposure. 
Our dedicated and experienced team of consultants  
will develop a customized engagement plan that  
identifies and controls potential areas of regulatory  
and operational risk.

Participation in multiple HUD Audits each year  
gives us insights into common trends and findings  
that occur with the auditors and has helped us  
develop best practices for audit interactions. This  
knowledge and insight help us recommend other  
process improvements, create efficiencies, and  
reduce risk for future claim filings for our clients.

Since 2002, CRFS has demonstrated a proven ability  
to dispute HUD Audit findings and provide our clients 
with significant savings. By working with the auditors 
and supporting claim decisions with regulatory  
documentation, our services have consistently  
resulted in findings being overturned.

Compliance expertise
CRFS has a dedicated Compliance team with  
30+ years of combined FHA Claims experience.  
Our professionals have forged strong relationships  
and take an active role in high-profile industry  
groups, enabling CRFS to maintain open dialogue  
and provide valuable insight as industry changes  
are being made.

Unmatched speed and  
precision since 2002
CRFS began in the claims business and has  
achieved a level of expertise, speed and efficiency  
that no one in the industry can match. Put our  
experience and knowledge to work for you.
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